
Which of the following statements is inappropriate to complete the
dialogue? Ashley : How do you prefer watching films? Tom : ...... .

1.

I watch online moviesA)

I buy DVDs and watch them at homeB)

I go to the cinemaC)

I prefer listening to music to watching moviesD)

I prefer watching movies aloneE)

Choose the appropriate words to fill in the blank.  
I feel really happy because I ...... to the class on time this morning
although it was raining heavily. Otherwise, the teacher would have been
cross.

2.

used to goA)

was able to goB)

had to goC)

might goD)

can goE)

Choose the appropriate words to fill in the blank.  

I worked very hard and I ...... it on time.

3.

was able to hand inA)

am able to hand inB)

can hand inC)

couldn't hand inD)

will be able to hand inE)

Alex : My favourite is Hip-hop.  
Brian : Oh! I can't stand it.

4.

What is your favourite sport?A)

I don't like dancing.B)

I hate hip-hop.C)

I love Flamenco. What about you?D)

No, you don't know me.E)

Choose the appropriate words to fill in the blank.  

The picture was not clear, so the people in it ...... identified.

5.

can't beA)

could not beB)

was able to beC)

may beD)

could beE)

Choose the appropriate words to fill in the blank. 

Although the shark attacked him in the sea, he ...... to the coast on his
own.

6.

couldn't swimA)

can't swimB)

should have swumC)

was able to swimD)

must have swumE)

Choose the correct option to complete the dialogue.  

Kelly : What type of poetry do you like most?  
Beril : ...... . 
Kelly : You mean the poems that make you smile, don't you?  
Beril : Exactly, because I can relax a lot when I read one of them.

7.

I am not really into poetry, indeedA)

Let me think, umm I think 'Giggle Poetry'B)

I have never read 'Giggle Poetry' beforeC)

I prefer reading novels moreD)

I myself write some poetry, by the wayE)

Choose the correct statement to complete the sentence. 
Martin and Susan are going to move to a tropical island. They hope they
will ...... .

8.

miss urban lifeA)

have healthier life styleB)

live in a crowded placeC)

face some difficulties with peopleD)

have problems about transportationE)

Choose the correct option to complete the dialogue.  
Leslie : Will I have a good job? Fortune-teller : Let me see. Well, you will
...... and make superstars’ look more attractive.

9.

be a famous columnistA)

travel around the worldB)

build fantastic materialsC)

become a make-up artistD)

have long and healthy lifeE)

Choose the appropriate words to fill in the blank.  

People ...... long distances by train or ship in the past, but today they
prefer traveling by plane.

10.

can travelA)

used to travelB)

will travelC)

should travelD)

are going to travelE)
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Choose the correct option to complete the dialogue.  

Jennifer : Are you free this weekend?
Clara : I will spend the whole weekend at home, I suppose.  
Jennifer : ...... ? We can visit lots of archelogical museums, too.  
Clara : Great idea!

11.

Why don’ t you stay at homeA)

What about joining the next tripB)

Would you like to experience scuba divingC)

Is six o’clock tomorrow a good time for youD)

Will you carry out the excavations in the futureE)

Choose the appropriate word / words to fill in the blank.  

Before you have applied for that job, the company ...... check your CV and
criminal record.

12.

willA)

is beingB)

beingC)

is goingD)

wasE)

Choose the correct statement to complete the sentence. 

If you keep studying such long hours without resting, ...... .

13.

you will burn outA)

they will ask for helpB)

they will take you onC)

you will be very happyD)

your future job will be tiringE)

Nicholas is good at Science and Maths and he is studying Science at
university. He ...... a nano tech engineer.

14.

is beingA)

could beB)

has beenC)

would beD)

is going to beE)

Choose the correct statement to complete the sentence. 
A candidate is ...... .

15.

one of a group of people who work togetherA)

a group of people who work for an organizationB)

a job that is available for someone to doC)

a person who is applying for a jobD)

period of work time in a businessE)

Choose the appropriate words to fill in the blank.  

Scientists ...... a complete solution to the problems of global warming by
2055.

16.

is being foundA)

have foundB)

been foundC)

will have foundD)

will foundingE)

Choose the correct statement to complete the sentence.  

There will be a huge amount of increase in lightning strikes by 2100 ...... ,
according to a scientific report.

17.

if you look at the skyA)

if global warming continuesB)

when the weather is sunnyC)

you have to take an umbrellaD)

if you read the thesis on this problemE)

Choose the correct option to complete the dialogue.  

Stella : What are your hobbies?  
Lucy : ...... because I love spending time with pets.

18.

Making a lot of moneyA)

Gardening is my favouriteB)

Travelling around the worldC)

Going to study abroadD)

Walking my dog is wonderfulE)

Choose the appropriate word / words to fill in the blank.  

Flora : Necessary equipments are patterns, wool and needles. Flora tells
us about ...... .

19.

knittingA)

raftingB)

archeryC)

potteryD)

scuba divingE)

Choose the appropriate words to fill in the blank.  

Tropical fruits such as avocado and pear are very expensive. They cost ......
.

20.

nutritious and freshA)

unhealthy but tastyB)

very good for youC)

an arm and a legD)

junk food and unhealthyE)
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